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An assessment is made ror the failure probability of the safety
injection system of the Doel power plant.
The SI system is composed of three subsystems: high pressure,
low pressure and accumulator system.
For each subsystem a fault tree is constructed and these fault
trees are evaluated by a computer code which calculates the mean
system failure probability and the error bounds.
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The succesful operation of the,safety injection system is of

the greatest importance the first minutes after a LOCA.

Failure of this system would then probably result in a

core meltdown accident. Therefore/ the SI system has to be

very reliable. The object of this study is to assess the system

failure probability and to obtain a listing of the components

which are major contributors to this failure probability.

Furthermore, the fault tree methodology used in the reliability

analysis gives a thourough understanding of the system and

its weak points'. . .

I. General description of the plant.

The power plant at Doel (N-E of Antwerp) is a twin reactor

plant: i.e. there are two separate units with reactor and

turbogenerator but many safety systems and most of the support

systems are common to both units, (fig. 1).

Each unit has a PWR of 390 MW(e) with a two loop primary

circuit.. The two reactors are placed in separate containments.

The turbogenerators, condensor etc. are located in a common

machine building.

The plant is operated from a single control room in which each

unit has its own control panels. The plant is connected to

the local grid by two 150 KV lines which supply the power to

the equipment when a unit is shut down. In case of an accident

with loss of outside power, four common diesel generators

can supply the power to the vital equipment of both units.

II. Description of the SI system.

The Safety Injection (SI) system consists of three

subsystems:



|? - high pressure injection system

I - accumulation system

|v - low pressure injection system

|i The high pressure injection system is common to- both units. The

?' • system is fed by four charging pumps. The discharge lines of these

!•'*"• pumps join and feed two collectors. Each collector is connected

to a cold leg and to the reactor vessel via motor operated valves.

After apparition of the SI signal, the pumps start and the

motor valves open.

The accumulator system is a passive system containing

pressure vessels filled with borated water and pressurised

by nitrogen. There are two accumulators per unit: one on each

primary coolant system loop (cold leg side).

Whenever the pressure in the primary circuit drops beneath the

accumulator pressure borated water is injected in the cold

legs.

The low pressure injection system is not common and has

three pumps per unit. The pumps also serve as shutdown cooling

pumps during refueling or during other reactor stops. In case

of LOCA one of the three pumps is needed.

III. Fault tree construction.

The reliability of the SI system is determined by means

of the fault tree methodology. A fault tree is constructed

for each subsystem and for those systems v/hich when failing

affect the performance of the SI subsystems. The subdivision

in subsystem fault trees is done to avoid the construction of

very large fault trees (> 500 primary events) and to become a

modular structure.

- Accumulator system: (fig. 2)

A fault tree is constructed with as top event:

"Failure of accumulator system in case of a LOCA in cold

leg loop A".



fe This represents a worst case since the presumption was made-

Jf that the content of the accumulator branched on the affected

I? loop is lost through the rupture. Tha failure modes for the

0r accumulator on the intact loop B are investigated. Four main

U, failure causes are detected:

I
a) failure of the check valves.

b) the motor operated valve is not open.

c) the level in the ace. is too low or too high.

d) the pressure in the accumulator is too low.

These events are further developed in subtrees until a level

is reached upon which component failure data can be found.

For example events c and d are developed until small instrumenta-

tion failures (e.g. comparator failure, annunciator failure)

appear.

- High pressure injection system (fig. 3)

Failure of this subsystem can be caused by the follo-

wing events:

a) no connection between HPI pumps discharge lines and

injection busbars on the coolant loops and on the reactor

vessel. This event includes valve failure combinations, pipe

rupture, failure to open the motor valves who are normally

closed and must open when receiving SI signal.

b) unavailability of me ;e than 2 pumps:

For each pump three failuresmodes are considered: unavailability

from testing and maintaining, failure to start, failure to run

normally given the pump has started.

- Unavailability from testing and maintaining cannot be neglected

although is done during the shut down period.

However, since the HPI system is common to both units and the

shut down periods of the units are generally not coincident.



ftY !

g£ one unit is still running during HPI system maintainance.

ft So the maintainance, repair etc. of a pump contributes

J*f to the pump unavailability for the working unit.

|£- - Failure to start can be caused by:

6 - failures in the start sequence instrumentation,

- absence of the SI signal and no manual start

- no electric power or no connection with the

busbars (power switch failure etc..)

- failure of the motorpumps.

All these events are analysed in subtrees.

- Failure to run, given the equipment has started, includes:

- instrumentation failures (relays ...)

- failure of the electric power supply system or

disconnection with the busbars

- failure in the motorpump

- failure in one of the support systems (sealing water

or cooling water system) which are required during

the running of the pumps, (fig. 4.)

c) No water supply to the HPI pumps suction sides.

This event includes valve failures and failures of the storage

tank and piping (both low probability).

t

— Low pressure injection system:

The fault trees for the low pressure injection

system are still under construction. Many of the subtrees,

the HPI system analysis can be used again: the support systems

for the low pressure punros are the same.

IV. Support system fault trees.

Separate fault trees are constructed for the support

systems to determine the system unavailability at the time

of a LOCA and the average failure probability during the pe-

riod of the H.P. injection.



When constructing the fault trees, one has to reckon with

the possibility of one unit being in shut-down condition.

in that case the demands become larger for some support systems,

the position of valves changes etc. (figs. 5 & 6).

The support systems are working during normal plant operation.

Failure of the system to perform its function "involves

the shutdown of the two units.

So the initial unavailability of a system at LOCA due to

this failure mode is very small. However, there is another

failure mode which contributes to the system initial unavailabi-

lity: in case of an accident, the reactor scrams and the power

supply from the plant transformer is lost.

The power busbars are then connected to the local 150 KV

grid by a quick switch operation. If this operation fails,

other connections are made to feed the busbars from the grid,

from the other unit transformer or from the dieselgenerators.

However, in this case the busbars are discharged. So, when

this happens, all the equipment has to be started again, in-

volving many relays to be energised, contact breakers to

activate, motors to start, etc. Also common mode failures can

occur: seceral pumps have to be restarted manually, so an

opeator failure could be a common cause.

So, in the support system fault trees both events are regarded:

- discharge of the busbars and failure to start

(initial unavailability at LOCA)

- no discharge and system failure during injection,

period, (fig. 7) .

V. Fault tree Quantification.

The fault trees are analysed by computer to retain the

minimal cut sets: the minimal component failure combinations

that make the system fail.

First a computer code was used which determined the minimal

cut sets by a combinatorial method: combinations of basic

failures were generated and checked whether they caused

system failure. «



To reduce the CPU-time minimal cut sets containing combinations

of maximum three basic events were determined. Higher order

minimal cut sets were not considered because of their small

probability. The computer code calculated the system unavaila-

bility and the error bounds by Monte Carlo simulation.

Now another code, SALP-3 from JRC Ispra (ref. 7) is used

which determines also higher order minimal cut sets. The

CPU time and the required memory capacity is limited .by using

a cut off rule which discards the combinations with a proba-

bility lower than the chosen cut off valve. The initial

unavailability, the failure rate, the restoration rate and

inspection time for each primary event of the tree are given

as input to the code.

The code calculates the probability of the minimal cut sets and

ranges them in order of importance.

The unavailability and the number of expected failures during

a mission time is also calculated for the top event of the tree.

Component data like initial unavailability and failure rate

are found in the literature.' (ref.5)

For electrical components the data from the IEEE study 500 are

used {ref. 5). For mechanical; hydraulic ... components use

was made of the data in the WASH 1400 report (ref. 1) and in the

IRS W-8 report (ref. 6). Human failure data are found in the

WASH 1400 report and in the "Reliability Handbook " (ref. 8).

Restoration rates and inspection times are determined by using

plant experience data.

VI. Future developments.

Although most of the common mode failures appear in the

fault trees, a systematic analysis of the common causes will

be performed. For each component a form will be prepared

with the location of the component, the influence of external

events such as humidity, fire, high temperature, pipe whip etc.



It will be possible to analyse wheter components influence

each other or are influenced by a common external event,

(proximity analysis)'. The influence of common housing/ ad-

jacent cables etc. will also be investigated.

The results of the analysis will be compared with the results

of the fault tree analysis to see whether the influence of

external events, proximity etc. has a considerable effect on

the system unavailability or not.
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